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The ever-changing tastes and preferences of orchid consumers initiated the

need to create new and better varieties. Progress in molecular biology has allowed

genetically well defined characteristics to be added to the gene pools, thereby

increasing the potential for genetic improvement. However, such effort at creating

a custom-made flower has yet to be realised in orchids. The present study aims at

developing a genetic transformation system for the introduction of specific foreign

genes into orchid.

Protocorm-like-bodies (PLBs) oforchid hybrid, Dendrobium Sonia-17, were

established to be suitable target tissues for the introduction of foreign genes using

the biolistic method. They were easily micropropagated in vitro that provided

plenty of materials to work with and were a reliable source of potentially

regenerabIe tissues.
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The effect of blasting on the growth of the PLBs was evaluated by

subjecting the PLBs to bombardment with uncoated gold microparticles. One

month following bombardment, fresh weights gained by the PLBs were recorded.

The results showed that bombarded PLBs had higher weight increments compared

to non-bombarded treatments, indicating that subsequent lethal responses by the

PLBs on antibiotic selections were mainly due to the selection pressure and not as a

result of injuries inflicted during the bombardment.

The effectiveness of different selection agents (kanamycin, paromomycin,

geniticin, hygromycin, and Basta) in inhibiting PLBs growth was evaluated. PLBs,

after two weeks bombardment with uncoated gold microparticles only, were

subjected to selection agents at concentrations ranging from 0 to 300 mg/L. The

PLBs showed poor responses to kanamycin, paromomycin, and geneticin, but better

sensitivity (at 25 mglL) to hygromycin and Basta.

The physical and biological parameters affecting DNA delivery, based on

the highest scorable transient GUS expression and minimal tissue dislocation upon

impact, were optimised. The parameters tested were helium gas pressure, distance

from macrocarrier to stopping screen, distance from stopping screen to target

tissues, vacuum pressure, size gold microcarrier, presence of CaCh and spermidine

in DNA-microcarrier precipitation, number of bombardments, PLBs size, PLBs age,

genotypes, DNA concentration, osmoticum type and concentration, duration of

single PLBs in fresh medium prior bombardment, duration between post-
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bombardment and GUS staining, duration between post-bombardment and

selection, optimal PLBs size surviving selection pressure post-bombardment, and

promoters. All the parameters tested had significant effects on DNA delivery

except for PLBs age and osmoticum.

PLBs were transformed and selected using the above optimised physical and

biological parameters. Resistant PLBs were subsequently regenerated into whole

plants and the presence of the transgenes was verified by PCR, Dot and Southern

Blot analyses.

Transformation of other orchid hybrids (Dendrobium Savin White,

Oncidium Taka, and Mokara Chark Kuan) using the optimised transformation

protocol established for Dendrobium Sonia-l 7 was also carried out Presence of the

transgene in transformed plantlets from each hybrid was verified by PCR analysis.

Positive results were obtained for all hybrids except Mokara Chark Kuan. All

PCR-positive transgenic plantlets were transferred onto medium supplemented with

20 !J,M BAP to induce in vitro flowering. The result showed that only Dendrobium

Sonia-17 produced the flower stalks after two to five months on culture.
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